Summary: The Windmills of Don Quichotte

The author of the article is clearly trying to persuade the people of her municipality to install more WTG’s in
order to stimulate the use of more energy-friendly resources. Herzele currently has 6 wind mills. But this
number is and won’t be sufficient in the near future taken the continuous increasing demand of energy into
account.
Why is there so much resistance?
People were fretting about the wind mills in the north sea and fearing the consequences for the fauna and
flora. The opposite has clearly been proved: nature is adapting itself more than ever to these nature-friendly
amendments.
Every single neighboring country has wind mills, even close to the centre of their respective municipality.
They are obviously showing a much more tolerant and realistic approach towards these alternative forms of
renewable energy.
The situation of Herzele is only exacerbating when efforts or moves are being undertaken to get the WTG’s
installed. With this narrow-minded mentality they will get nowhere!
The author is rightly asking herself why nobody is abolishing or even opposing the use of fireworks in their
community. Domestic and wild animals become incredibly anxious by the terrifying sounds these fireworks
produce. It costs the community plenty of money without facing and solving the underlying problems. They
should not forget the huge amounts of debts currently being piled up in their municipality. It will be their
responsibility to cope with this preposterous financial situation!
Why are many people voting for and agreeing with the installment of wind mills?












Energy costs in Belgium are the double of abroad
The use and production of nuclear energy is decreasing, but unfortunately it isn’t replaced by one
single alternative
All new plants are built in the Netherlands, cause no building permits are being issued here
The threat becoming entirely dependent on foreign energy is frightening. This will push the cost of
energy to skyrocketing prices.
Green energy is much less polluting
Out cutting-edge technological innovations compared with our neighboring countries are declining
Our appetite for energy is only rising, certainly not falling
The fear for power outages is present
The factor energy is of utmost importance in a society where everything is automated
Using our natural resources like wind, sun and water without polluting is much more acceptable
Reducing the cost of energy is constructively building our own future

People should stop quarreling in a constant ever evolving world! Only those species survive which are
capable of adapting themselves quickly to new facts or situations. Exactly the same rule of nature is
applied in economic principles.
Building on a future where squirrels are frisking under WTG’s and birds are singing high above those
mills would be just too terrific, no?

